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By using L-mobile warehouse ready for MS Dynamics, 
the Molkereigenossenschaft Hohenlohe-Franken eG 
dairy cooperative was able, starting with their ERP 
system, to tailor their warehouse processes to their 
specific requirements and to manage those processes 
from their mobile devices—digitally, seamlessly, and 
in real time. 

With L-mobile, the Schrozberg dairy farmer cooper-
ative now works completely paper-free. As a result, 
their warehouse picking is now error-free and they 
were also able to significantly optimize production 
processes. 

In addition, a much faster response is now possible 
in the event of complaints, as warehouse workers 
can immediately see on their PDA which batch the 
complaint relates to and where it is located. The 
“Stock control” function also ensures that complaints 
are handled quickly and easily, which in turn has a 
positive effect on customer service. 

Solution
The Molkereigenossenschaft Hohenlohe-Franken 
eG dairy cooperative has been processing the milk 
supplied by its members for over a century and is 
a leading organization in the production of organic 
products in compliance with the guidelines of the 
Demeter Association.

The Schrozberg dairy farmer cooperative wanted 
to replace their work routine involving the manual 
creation of paper documents, which had pretty much 
remained unchanged for the past 100 years, with a 
mobile solution that works on a live and seamless 
basis and ensures maximum possible reliability by 
preventing errors. 

Furthermore, the mobile solution needed to guaran-
tee batch-accurate picking and therefore ensure the 
smooth processing of orders.

The cooperative decided to work with L-mobile due 
to the company’s extensive experience in the mobile 
mapping of business processes and their professional 
consultation service.

Challenge

In Use at the Schrozberg Dairy Farmer Cooperative

L-mobile provided a mobile warehouse management solution to replace the work 
routine that the dairy cooperative had been using for the past 100 years.
All warehouse operations are now performed instantly and seamlessly on a mobile basis.
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The dairy cooperative decided to work with L-mobile because so many 
modules are already integrated in the mobile solution as standard, 
meaning there was no need to develop everything from scratch. The 
Schrozberg dairy farmer cooperative also benefits from L-mobile’s 
extensive experience in the mobile mapping of warehouse process-
es—across ERP systems. The ability to perform all postings live and 
online, combined with the in-depth and comprehensive advice regarding 
process optimization, now means that the cooperative has a mobile 
solution that is tailored precisely to their specific needs.

“The solution is perfectly suited to our processes and includes exactly what 
we need for our day-to-day work,” enthuses Sven Gründemann, Head of 
Administration at Molkereigenossenschaft Hohenlohe-Franken eG.
“Thanks to the mobile solution’s user friendliness, our employees took to the 
mobile solution very well and accepted it very quickly, after 100 years of manu-
ally creating paper documents.”
In addition to its reliable live operation and user friendliness, the soft-
ware also impresses with its direct interface to the ERP system, which 
eliminates the need for a separate database. Sven Gründemann is very 
satisfied with the project implementation and is already planning to use 
L-mobile’s solution for the mobile mapping of goods receipt as well. He 
also welcomes further ideas for warehouse optimization and is keen to 
hear any suggestions L-mobile has for the optimization of warehouse 
management.

Conclusion

• Instant, in-process posting in NAV
• Digital mapping of warehouse processes
• No need to manually record paper documents
• Incorrect postings are consistently avoided
• Batch transparency
• Mobile stock control
• Faster response times in the event of complaints
• Ad-hoc goods issue via PDA
• Simpler and more efficient logistics
• 100% mapping of individual processes

Highlights

The Molkereigenossenschaft Ho-
henlohe-Franken eG dairy coop-
erative in Schrozberg, Germany, 
produces premium dairy products 
from the north-eastern region of 
Baden-Württemberg. The coop-
erative guarantees the highest 
standard of milk processing and 
refining.

Molkereigenossenschaft  
Hohenlohe-Franken eG 

Statement

Technical Details

“The solution is perfectly suited to 
our processes and includes exactly 
what we need for our day-to-day 
work.”

Sven Gründemann | Head of Administra-
tion, Molkereigenossenschaft Hohenlo-
he-Franken eG

ERP: MS Dynamics NAV
Devices: M3
Wireless technology: WLAN
Technology: Online
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEfp9zOW2IgKmGGbAkoI1sQ
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